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Introduction 
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 The 2020-21 Premier League season was… a strange one. 

With the exhaustion from the COVID-19 pandemic and an oddly 

condensed schedule, this season had all the makings of something 

that could go very, very wrong. Luckily for everyone involved, the 

season instead proved to be a resounding success, and we are 

grateful for all the people behind the scenes who did everything 

in their power to make this season happen.   

 If you’ve read anything on TheMastermindSite.com over the 

past few years, you know very well that the focus of the site has 

centered primarily around analysis and tactics of some of the best 

teams, players, and managers around the world. As a result, it 

was only fitting that we released our first ever tactical ebook!  

 After analyzing each and every single Premier League team 

this year, we now share all of our insight on the 2020-21 season 

in the form of this book. But the book is far from just a copy and 

paste of what can already be found on the website. In fact, there 

are very few things in the entire 72 pages that you will find on 

our site. The book features a breakdown of each and every single 

club in the league, including their system and style of play, their  

personnel, their strengths, weaknesses, key players and more. It 

does not attempt to be an exhaustive list of every single thing 

about each and every Premier League team this season, rather an 

overview of the most crucial tactical features to their success or 

lack thereof in 2020-21.  

 If you have any queries, comments, questions or concerns 

please feel free to reach out to us. We hope you enjoy this ebook 

and if you want to learn more about the benefits of becoming a 

subscriber, be sure to check out TheMastermindSite.com/

subscribe. 

themastermindsite.com
https://themastermindsite.com/contact/
TheMastermindSite.com/subscribe
TheMastermindSite.com/subscribe


Manchester City 
Premier League: Winners 

Carabao Cup: Winners 

UEFA Champions League: Finalists 

 After a slow start to the season, 

Pep Guardiola’s Manchester City 

soared toward the top of the table and 

stayed there for the entire second half 

of the season.  The Citizens won a 

whopping 27 games, scoring 83 goals 

in 38 matches. They also kept clean 

sheets in half of their matches (19), 

while boasting an impressive  

defensive record of only 32 goals  

conceded. It wasn’t Pep’s best as Man 

City manager, but certainly still an  

impressive campaign from the Sky 

Blues nonetheless.   

 

SEASON WRAP-UP 

TACTICAL IDENTITY 

Pressing High 

Possession Progressive 

Defensive Transitions Quick  

Attacking Transitions Patient 

Width or Verticality Both High 

Rotation and Fluidity Very High  

Set-Pieces Very Strong 

Personnel: As customary for a Pep Guardiola side, Manchester City  

never had a set starting eleven this season. However, as the season wore 

on, Guardiola became more consistent with his selections and the same 

fourteen names became regulars.  

The surprise of all this season was Joao Cancelo’s emergence as a right-

back suddenly good enough to knock Kyle Walker out of the lineup. The 

Portuguese defender was a key figurehead for City throughout the  

season, leading the team in both tackles and interceptions per game. 

Oleksandr Zinchenko also emerged in the second-half of the season 

post-injury to compound Kyle Walker’s situation, and continued to  

impress at left-back to little plaudits. Between them, John Stones and 

Ruben Dias developed the best centre-back partnership in the league, 

with Ederson continuing in goal and keeping a stunning 19 clean sheets 

in 36 appearances. Ilkay Gundogan was the other surprise of the season 

for City, turning into the side’s leading goal-scorer as part of their  

strikerless system. Kevin de Bruyne and Bernardo Silva continued to 

impress with their creativity from midfield or when deployed as false 

nines, with Rodrigo firmly establishing himself ahead of Fernandinho in 

the pecking order for his incredible positional sense in front of the back 

four. Several other players swapped in and out of the false nine role,  

including Gabriel Jesus, Raheem Sterling, Phil Foden and Riyad 

Mahrez. Those same players were also the team’s most frequent  

wingers, allowing Pep to achieve constant flexibility in his system.  

SYSTEM OF PLAY: 4-3-3 

4-3-3 (23) 

4-2-3-1 (11) 

3-1-4-2 (2) 

3-4-3 (2) 
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Manchester City 

 

 For all of City’s intriguing positional nuisances and goal-scoring 

exploits, the most impressive improvement and even overall aspect to 

their game in 2020-21 was their defensive stability. Much in the way of 

praise has been thrust upon City’s new Portuguese signing Ruben Dias, 

in addition to the re-emergence of John Stones. But City defend as a  

collective unit, perhaps better than any other side in the league. The 

fact that they conceded just 32 goals and kept 19 clean sheets speaks  

volumes to their improvements defensively, where it seemed every  

single Citizen stepped up their game.  

 The modern day centre-back as someone who is both robust and 

solid in the air, while simultaneously being good with the ball at their 

feet, describes City’s centre-backs in a nutshell. In fact it even  

describes their fullbacks, extending to the slight Oleksandr Zinchenko 

who won over 66% of his aerial duels and significantly more per 90 

than the taller Walker and Cancelo this season. With this surprising 

aerial strength, City conceded just six goals from set-pieces this season, 

to which only Arsenal conceded fewer.   

DEFENSIVE SHAPE: 4-3-3 

DEFENSIVE PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Tackles PG Joao Cancelo 

Interceptions PG Joao Cancelo 

Pressures Rodrigo 

Blocks Ruben Dias 

 City’s attacking 2-3-5 shape that condenses central areas makes  

it easier for them to continue to condense the field upon losing the ball. 

City press high, and look to win the ball back quickly after losing it. 

They are quite successful at doing so, and opposition teams are rarely 

given the chance to properly attack. The Sky Blues know that they can 

be exposed in the wide areas should someone look to take advantage of 

their inverted fullbacks. John Stones, Rodri/Fernandinho and Ruben 

Dias are all fantastic at coming across quickly and positioning  

themselves well to snuff out the danger. No team gave away fewer 

crosses in the league this season than Guardiola’s team (11 per game), 

highlighting just how well City condense the pitch and limit their  

opposition’s progression into wide areas.  

 The Sky Blues also showed a marked change this year in their  

tactical fouling approach seen in seasons past. Instead, they opted for 

greater positional caution, with Ilkay Gundogan often in a more  

reserved role through the first half of the season, and even the other  

central midfielder (Kevin de Bruyne or Bernardo Silva) holding a more 

cautious position in the second half of the campaign. The City centre-

backs and Rodri/Fernandinho stuck to their tasks in always setting 

themselves up to defend transitions, and the team rarely took  

unnecessary defensive risks. This all aided in the best defensive record 

in the league.  

DEFENSIVE IDENTITY 

 Manchester City press high, 

and look to win the ball quickly  

after losing it. Their 2-3-5 attacking 

shape naturally condenses central 

channels in defense, and allows the 

Citizens a quick route at having  

numbers around the ball. Guardiola’s 

team have also opted for greater  

positional caution this season,  

aiding in their improved defense.  

© TheMastermindSite.com  
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Manchester City 

 

 Manchester City attack in what is most commonly a 2-3-5 shape, with  

inverted fullbacks pushing up alongside the defensive midfielder, and everyone 

higher floating around as part of a five-man space expedition. All of City’s  

players are masters of the art when it comes to interpreting space. Much of that 

space interpreting comes in central areas, especially when attempting to find a 

route to goal. With the eight outfielders plus Ederson that operate in these areas 

during City’s build-up, no other team in the league adopted a more vertical  

approach in attack this season (28%).  

 But despite having the most vertical attack in the league, City also  

emphasize width. Wingers like Riyad Mahrez and Raheem Sterling hug the 

touchline and stretch the field as far as they can, or will drift in-field if a fullback  

appears wide instead. This rotation of a winger drifting inside happens closer to 

the final third of the pitch, with the wide-men generally staying wide during 

build-up phases. It is also more likely to occur once they are already on the ball, 

rather than without the ball at their feet.  

 Now you may be wondering exactly how City achieve both width and  

verticality so seamlessly. It’s actually a function of their inverted fullbacks, 

which will be explored in detail next. Essentially, as City’s fullbacks come in-field 

to condense central areas, opposition teams respond by doing the exact same 

thing, also condensing central areas. This allows greater space out wide for City 

to exploit, while still giving them the opportunity to overload central areas if the 

opposition fail to adapt.  

 It’s also not as though City’s fullbacks are never wide in build-up phases. 

On goal kicks they may start wide and then drift in-field as the team progress the 

ball, or they may invert one at a time, attempting to gain a wide overload on one 

specific area of the field (usually the opposite one from the inverted fullback). 

With the fluidity and perplexing variety of their movement, City are always able 

to expose gaps in the opposition’s defense. They can then look to exploit those 

gaps through line-breaking passes in central channels into the feet of players 

like de Bruyne, Gundogan or the team’s false nine. Therefore, City’s use of  

inverted fullbacks isn’t just about the fullbacks. It’s about opening up greater 

space in between the lines for Gundogan and de Bruyne to receive, something 

the team and the two players as individuals achieved to magnificent effect this 

season. It’s also important to note that the lack of a natural number nine has 

opened up more emphasis for Gundogan and de Bruyne to push forward. Both 

are incredibly astute at finding space, but have greater license to find space  

higher up the pitch and create goal-scoring opportunities due to City’s lack of a 

striker. Their success is both a function of their talent as footballers, but also a 

mechanism by which the team play without a natural goal-scorer.  

 A final note to make is City’s lack of a natural goal-scoring presence or 

true ‘number nine’ this season gave them another number to throw into central 

channels and create space, furthering their verticality and overall threat. So 

come the end of the season, not only did City have the best defense, they also had 

the most fruitful attack, scoring 83 goals.  

ATTACKING SHAPE: 2-3-5 

ATTACKING PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Goals Ilkay Gundogan 

Assists Kevin de Bruyne 

Dribbles PG Raheem Sterling 

Chances Created Kevin de Bruyne 

ATTACKING IDENTITY 

Manchester City attack in a 2-3-5 

shape, involving positional fluidity 

and rotation. Their inverted  

fullback tactic allows Guardiola’s 

team to achieve simultaneous  

verticality and width, and they can 

attack with a variety of patience and 

verve. The Citizens also adopted a 

strikerless system this season,  

aiding in their verticality and  

positional fluidity.  © TheMastermindSite.com  



Chelsea 
Premier League: 4th  

FA Cup: Runners-Up (2nd) 

UEFA Champions League: Finalists  

 Chelsea started the season slow 

under the influence of Frank Lampard, 

but completely transformed under  

Thomas Tuchel in the second-half of 

the campaign. The Blues rocketed up 

the table under the German, and  

simultaneously toward the FA Cup and 

UEFA Champions League Finals. Tuchel 

revolutionized not only their  

performances, but also their tactics, 

changing to a 3-4-2-1 system and  

massively improving the team’s  

defense. The Blues finished the season 

with 18 clean sheets and just 36 goals 

conceded in 38 matches, climbing up to 

fourth place in the table.  

 

SEASON WRAP-UP 

TACTICAL IDENTITY 

Pressing High 

Possession Progressive 

Defensive Transitions Quick  

Attacking Transitions Quick, counter 

Width or Verticality Width, equal 

Rotation and Fluidity Yes, final third 

Set-Pieces Strong 

Personnel: Thomas Tuchel rotated his squad more than just about  

anyone after his arrival at Stamford Bridge, working out his best eleven 

over the course of the season and remaining flexible on a match to match 

basis.  

Kepa Arrizabalaga was quickly dispatched from the team following the 

arrival of Edouard Mendy, who had an excellent first season at the 

Bridge, keeping 16 clean sheets. Thiago Silva also eased into the team to 

make back-to-back Champions League finals, with Antonio Rudiger and 

Cesar Azpilicueta the two to re-emerge as undeniable figureheads 

alongside him after Tuchel’s arrival. Reece James competed for a place 

as the right-wing-back against Azpilucueta and Callum Hudson-Odoi, 

while Ben Chilwell and Marcos Alonso battled for the role on the left. 

Central midfield also saw a fervid battle, with Mateo Kovacic, Jorginho 

and N’Golo Kante all taking their game to new heights and performing a 

vital role in the team’s quick defensive transitions. Mason Mount and 

Timo Werner emerged as Tuchel’s favourite attackers as the season 

wore on, with Hakim Ziyech, Kai Havertz and Christian Pulisic com-

peting for the third spot. Olivier Giroud and Tammy Abraham fell away 

toward the end of the season, whilst Hudson-Odoi was reduced to came-

os. Andreas Christensen and Kurt Zouma also had an important role to 

play this season - the former primarily in Thiago Silva’s absence from the 

team, with the latter arguably the Blues’ best player not named Mount in 

the first half of the season under Lampard. 

   

SYSTEM OF PLAY: 3-4-2-1 

3-4-2-1 (17) 

4-3-3 (13) 

4-2-3-1 (6) 

3-4-1-2 (2) 

© TheMastermindSite.com  



Chelsea 

 

 Chelsea’s defense improved massively under Thomas Tuchel, 

due to an increased emphasis on quick transitions and the team’s 3-4-

2-1 shape. One of the essential reasons for Tuchel’s incredible clean 

sheet record was the astute shifting and sliding of the midfield two. All 

three regular midfielders are masters of the art when it comes to their 

positional sense and reacting quickly to eliminate space. They always 

remain in close proximity, moving together based on the positioning of 

the ball. With their compactness and overall awareness/ability in  

winning back the ball, Chelsea always had an instant route to stay in  

possession.  

 In their own third, Chelsea’s defense may look more like a 5-2-3, 

with attacking midfielders inverted and ready to explode on the break. 

But due to the fact that opposition sides found it so incredibly difficult 

to break the Blues down in 2021 and had to rely on direct long passes 

into half-space channels instead, it’s important to note the Blues’  

defensive shape as one that resembles their midfield dominance. On 

that note, Tuchel’s team dealt magnificently well with balls over the 

top, which often became the one way opposition teams tried to hurt 

them. Antonio Rudiger’s positional sense was outstanding, as was his 

aerial presence. Thiago Silva’s mobility to come across and cut out 

passes into wide channels also proved to be exceptional, often helping 

his fellow centre-backs if they found themselves out of position. 

 Chelsea also pressed from the front, more so to limit their  

opposition’s time on the ball and force longer passes, rather than  

directly win the ball on a tackle or interception in the opposition’s 

third. It was more about maintaining their compact shape and being  

careful with regards to who pressured and who covered. The  

positioning of their wingers also ovaled wider against teams  

operating in a back-four, with opposition sides attempting to match 

the Blues’ shape only playing into their hands, as Tuchel’s front three 

could match the opposition’s back-three during build-up phases.   

 Perhaps the most crucial, noteworthy element of Chelsea’s  

defense actually has very little to do with defending. Quite simply, 

their outstanding possession numbers and the way they set  

themselves up to the keep the ball, allowed the Blues to rarely have to 

defend. Again, even if they lost the ball, Chelsea compressed the field 

immediately, aided by two incredible defensive midfielders waiting to 

pounce. This allowed Tuchel’s team to instantly transition back to  

attack, or regain possession, and keep their incredible clean sheet  

record intact.  

DEFENSIVE SHAPE: 3-4-2-1 

DEFENSIVE PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Tackles PG N’Golo Kante 

Interceptions PG N’Golo Kante 

Pressures Mason Mount 

Blocks Ben Chilwell 

DEFENSIVE IDENTITY 

 Chelsea press high, and look to 

win the ball back quickly after losing 

it. Their quick defensive transitions are 

aided by the shape that sees two  

central midfielders shift and slide 

with the ball, moving as a tandem unit 

to defend counter-attacks. The Blues’ 

back-three also dealt well with direct 

passes in behind the midfield,  

dominating in the air.  

© TheMastermindSite.com  



Chelsea 

 

 While Chelsea massively improved in defense under Thomas Tuchel, they 

massively underperformed in attack, perhaps even struggling more than they 

did under Frank Lampard. Their attacking principles were sound, involving both 

progressive possession and quick attacking transitions. But still, they couldn’t 

find the back of the net more than 54 times in 38 games this season.  

 We first noted this problem in Tuchel’s very first match, a 0-0 draw 

against Wolves. For all their switching play and stellar possession, Chelsea  

struggled to attack vertically and find line breaking passes through central  

channels. Having such a strong emphasis on dominating possession only forced 

opposition teams to sit deeper and deeper, and they performed better against 

teams that weren’t willing to just sit back and defend (e.g. Real Madrid and  

Manchester City). In these fixtures, space opened up and allowed for their quick  

attacking transitions to take place. They could then achieve the verticality they 

were missing, and utilize speedy runners like Kante and Werner to break lines 

on a dribble instead of a pass. Tuchel also tried to adapt to this struggle by  

allowing Mason Mount to roam in between the lines - which had analysts  

confused as to when the Blues were playing a true 3-4-1-2 or their preferred  

3-4-2-1. While it might have confused the analysts, Mason Mount’s free role 

complimented Kai Havertz and Timo Werner magnificently well. It meant that 

the two Germans could drift in and out of the striker role at different moments, 

and remain fluid with their positioning - something they both rely on to succeed.  

 Chelsea attack with loads of width, and mechanisms of switching play 

from one side to the other. They use central midfielders and centre-backs like 

Thiago Silva and Rudiger to hit long diagonal passes into wing-backs, who  

usually remain high and wide in a sort of 3-2-5 shape. Kovacic and Jorginho have 

formidable quality to hit these longer passes, more so than Kante who is more 

likely to dribble the ball forward at speed. Their width also extends to their build

-up, as the centre-backs stretch wide and look for passes into the wing-backs or 

central midfielders to kickstart attacks. Even Jorginho, Kovacic and Kante may 

stretch the field wide in build-up phases, allowing the likes of Mount, Ziyech, 

Werner or Havertz to drop into central channels and get on the ball.  

 While we note the shape as 3-2-5, Tuchel’s team remain very flexible, as 

players adjust to the positioning of those around them. Mason Mount in  

particular is given much freedom to roam, while N’Golo Kante also often had 

greater license to thrust himself forward when he was selected for the team.  It 

could then look like 3-1-5-1, 3-4-1-2 or the team’s natural 3-4-2-1 shape. But 

despite all the flexibility and the fluidity of their movement, Chelsea struggled 

throughout the season to break lines in central areas, contributing to a  

reasonably lackluster attack. Timo Werner became the scapegoat, but it was far 

more complicated. Their lack of goals was a function of the system, and the fact 

that their insane possession and width naturally forced teams to sit deep against 

them in low-blocks, only making it harder for the Blues to attack.   

ATTACKING SHAPE: 3-2-5 

ATTACKING PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Goals Jorginho 

Assists Timo Werner 

Dribbles PG Mateo Kovacic  

Chances Created Mason Mount 

ATTACKING IDENTITY 

 Chelsea attack with width,  

mechanisms of switching play, and 

positional fluidity in the final third. 

They use some degree of verticality 

and quick attacking transitions 

against teams who keep more of the 

ball, and focus more on possession 

and width against teams setting up to 

defend. Regardless of the opposition, 

they always utilize an intentional 

build-up.  
© TheMastermindSite.com  
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Tottenham Hotspur 

 

 Where to begin. Tottenham’s defense was quite lackluster 

throughout 2020-21. They tried to operate with the same midfield  

dominance of a Leicester or Chelsea through solid ball winners and  

mobile movers like Pierre Emile-Hojbjerg, Tanguy Ndombele and  

Moussa Sissoko. But being backed up by fragile heads in the back-four 

limited their progress in that regard, no matter how defensive  

Mourinho tried to make the shape.  

 Tottenham primarily defended in a 4-4-1-1 shape, with Ndombele 

slightly advanced and tasked with tracking the opposition’s number six. 

Often lambasted by fans, they liked to get all eleven men behind the 

ball. This in theory limited the likes of Steven Bergwijn and Lucas 

Moura to strut their stuff in attack, a reasonable assumption given their 

drop off in attacking numbers. But although fans were crying out for a 

high-press to be adopted, it’s very likely that this wouldn’t have worked 

in actually improving Tottenham’s defense. Mourinho would have been 

reluctant to adopt a high-line, even if he changed his pressing  

structures. This would have left a massive gap in midfield areas, that 

even someone as solid as Hojbjerg would have been unable to cover.  

Speaking of Hojbjerg, the Danish midfielder’s positional sense was key 

in their defensive set-up, as he looked to screen passes into opposition 

attackers, shuffle into wide areas when required, and lead the team in 

defensive intent and desire. He led Tottenham in both pressures and 

successful pressures, whilst making 2.6 tackles per game. He also led 

the league in number of pressures applied, with 807. But unfortunately, 

he, like many others, were often a bit overzealous. Tottenham conceded 

the 4th most fouls in the league this season, and the most goals from 

penalty kicks (10). Their shape allowed them to defend reasonably well 

otherwise, particularly in transition where Jose Mourinho succeeded in 

stopping teams from breaking quickly. Then Mourinho’s team  

themselves were very adept at attacking quickly after winning the ball 

with Son and Kane in full flow.  

 With this in mind, there are indications that Tottenham were  

actually a well-coached unit, who had all the tools they needed to  

succeed in defense. Unfortunately, they had several error-prone  

defenders who could cost them the game in the blink of an eye.  

Mourinho became the scapegoat for their woes, but this was probably 

unfair. It wasn’t the manager giving all those penalties away after all. So 

as the transfer market approaches, Tottenham should be doing 

everything in their power to make defensive reinforcements.   

DEFENSIVE SHAPE: 4-4-1-1 

DEFENSIVE PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Tackles PG Serge Aurier 

Interceptions PG Joe Rodon  

Pressures Pierre Emile-Hojbjerg 

Blocks Pierre Emile-Hojbjerg 

DEFENSIVE IDENTITY 

 Tottenham Hotspur set up to  

defend in a mid-block, shuffling 

and sliding with the play in a  

compact 4-4-1-1. They attempt to 

get all eleven men behind the ball, 

and then attack quickly through 

counter attacking football upon 

winning possession. They can also 

be aggressive, sometimes to a 

fault.  
© TheMastermindSite.com  



Arsenal 

 

 Arsenal’s attack is predicated on possession football, meticulous 

build-up structures and speed + dynamism in the final third.  

Unfortunately for the Gunners, in 2020-21 they severely lacked chance 

creators, and often stretch themselves far too wide to create effective 

chances through the centre of the pitch.  

 But let’s first talk about some of the good. Arsenal’s build-up and 

positional rotation has always been an interesting feature of his team, in 

both the 3-4-3 and 4-2-3-1. Granit Xhaka frequently drifted to the left-

back spot to pick up possession, as Kieran Tierney pushed high and the  

attacking midfielder dropped into central areas. Their style was then  

reliant on short passes, but incorporated a bit too much patience in  

getting the ball forward for their own good. Xhaka and Luiz can both hit 

longer passes and offer something different, but this is a rarity compared 

to slow, backwards and sideways moves as they play out from the back. 

Xhaka’s movement out wide sometimes could also drag an opposition 

midfielder with him, which allowed space to open up, and the Gunners to  

continue to build up in central areas before switching play.  

 Further forward, their shape became more emblematic of a 2-4-4, 

with Xhaka often retreating to central midfield. However, the fullbacks 

often played quite high, and it could look like 2-3-5 with Smith Rowe 

dropping deeper instead. The wingers in the system generally played 

wide, but could also drift inside as their fullback galloped on the overlap 

in behind. On a less positive note, Arsenal’s attack was severely limited 

by an attempt to create wide overloads. Their attacking midfielder, 

whether Odegaard or Smith Rowe, often looked to drift wide, but their 

central midfielders rarely responded by pushing up into the final third. 

This often left a hole in the middle of the pitch that could have been ex-

ploited had they focused more of their energy toward it.  

 Another one of Arteta’s greatest limitations as Arsenal manager 

this season was his inability to get Lacazette and Aubameyang firing on 

all cylinders together. There was never a time in which the Gunners 

played to Aubameyang’s strengths. They were slow in transition, utilized 

wide areas to a fault, and their crossing attempts were often poor and 

hopeful more than anything. They spent too much time building up and 

passing the ball around between central midfielders and defenders, often 

 neglecting their danger men and their strengths entirely. Although it 

might go against the Arsenal identity, the Gunners would likely have  

benefited from quicker transitions, greater verticality, and less  

possession this season. It would have continued to play to the strengths 

of their mobile youngsters, without severely limiting Aubameyang. 

ATTACKING SHAPE: 2-4-4 

ATTACKING PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Goals Alexandre Lacazette 

Assists Willian  

Dribbles PG Bukayo Saka 

Chances Created Bukayo Saka 

ATTACKING IDENTITY 

 Arsenal’s attack is predicated 

on possession, build-up structures 

that rely on positional rotation and a 

mix of speed and dynamism in the 

final third. They lack genuine chance  

creators, and play wide almost to a 

fault. Their attack-minded 2-4-4 often 

fails to deliver, and they can  

sometimes be seen as the emblem of 

possession without purpose. 
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Aston Villa 

 

 Under the influence of Jack Grealish and Ollie Watkins, Aston Villa’s 

attack was genuinely one of the most exciting in Europe this season. Even 

without Grealish, Villa continued to score goals and create chances,  

finishing with the joint-fifth most shots per game (13.7). 

 Aston Villa deploy a counter-attacking style of football, playing 

very direct in possession and looking to hit long passes into Ollie Watkins 

or wide areas for the likes of Grealish and Traore. They completed 63 

long passes per game, the third most in the league, and 21 crosses per 

game, the second highest. But they also remained equally capable of  

playing shorter passes, and running with the ball at speed through  

capable dribblers. This added to the variety by which they could expose 

their opposition on the break. Once in full flow, Villa became very  

difficult to stop and opposition sides often resorted to fouling. They won 

more fouls per game (14.6) than any other team. Grealish himself won 

4.2 fouls per game, the most total fouls in the league, despite missing two 

months of action. With that added threat to their attack, they could  

constantly create set-piece opportunities for themselves, and take  

advantage of their aerial threat.  

 With one of the world’s deadliest dribblers in their team, Villa  

favoured the left more than any Premier League team this season, with 

44% of attacks coming down that side. Watkins would also drift left, as 

would Barkley when he was in the team. Meanwhile, Targett became the 

more adventurous fullback as the season went on, and often looked to 

overlap as Grealish cut inside. The left was also the side of Scottish  

midfielder John McGinn, the much more attack-minded of Villa’s double 

pivot. With McGinn joining the attack, it became very difficult to stop The 

Lions when they spent longer spells with the ball. Their 2-4-4 attacking 

shape could easily become 2-3-4-1, with McGinn joining in on the fun and 

looking to shoot from distance.   

 With their direct, long-ball approach in trying to get the ball into 

their danger men as early as possible, Aston Villa were incredibly  

effective at creating goal-scoring opportunities and keeping the ball in 

their opposition’s third. In fact, only Liverpool and City spent more time 

in the final third this season than Smith’s side. This is one more reason 

for their fantastic defensive prowess over the course of the season, as 

they simply spent less time in their own defensive end than what you 

would normally expect to see of a bottom half club.  

 In the end, it was a fantastic season for Aston Villa, and one that 

brings so much promise for the future. 

ATTACKING SHAPE: 2-4-4 

ATTACKING PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Goals Ollie Watkins 

Assists Jack Grealish 

Dribbles PG Jack Grealish 

Chances Created Jack Grealish 

ATTACKING IDENTITY 

 Aston Villa deploy a counter-

attacking style of football, reliant on 

directness and running power of 

speedy attackers. They place a large 

emphasis on exploiting wide areas, 

and have a left-sided dominance due 

to Jack Grealish’s talent. For their  

possession and league position, they 

spend more time in their opposition’s 

third than you’d expect, which is in 

large part due to their direct approach.  
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Newcastle United 

 

 Luckily for us, Newcastle’s attacking identity is much more clear-

cut than their defensive identity. The Magpies attack in a 3-5-2 shape, 

with their wing-backs galloping up the field and their central midfielders 

looking to advance and connect with the front two. The defensive  

midfielder (usually Shelvey), generally stays back and plays more of a 

possession-based role, making longer passes toward the strikers or 

switching play side to side. With the mobile and defensively sound Joe 

Willock in the team, Bruce was able to deploy Shelvey regularly in the 

second half of the campaign, since the Arsenal loanee added so much to 

the team in transition.  

 In attack, Willock and Almiron also liked to get forward and join 

the two strikers, allowing greater numbers in the box to get on the end of 

crosses from Jacob Murphy and Matt Ritchie - both of whom happen to 

be excellent deliverers. Willock and Almiron also happen to be  

fairly adept on the ball, allowing the Magpies greater flexibility in being 

able to run with the ball at speed. Another man very eager to run with 

the ball was Allan Saint-Maximin, who always took Newcastle to  

another level when fit. The French midfielder completed 3.8 dribbles per 

game, offering Steve Bruce’s team a completely different outlook than 

most teams in the league have to offer. But again, their undeniable  

figurehead was Callum Wilson, who provided so many benefits in  

keeping Bruce’s team safe. Excellent on the counter attack due to his  

superb decision making and energetic running, he’s also a solid chance 

creator, and comes alive in the 18-yard-box to finish off chances. Wilson 

and Saint-Maximin developed quite a bit of chemistry when they were in 

the team together, and ensured the Magpies didn’t have to only rely on 

their horrible long-ball approach.  

 But as we close out Newcastle’s attack, that horrible long-ball  

approach is certainly worth mentioning. Jonjo Shelvey is an excellent 

passer of the ball, and created the most chances for the Magpies this  

season. But their direct style of play in lumping it into the strikers as  

early as possible certainly contributed to their awful possession stats, 

with only West Brom accumulating less possession. In this sense, the 

Magpies can be thought of as a counter-attacking team, but one that is 

very direct, and much better when they actually try and break at pace 

with some running and dribbling power, rather than a hopeful long-ball. 

All things considered though, with 46 goals scored this season,  

Newcastle’s attack wasn’t all that bad. This certainly helped them steer 

clear of relegation by such an incredible margin, securing a surprise 12th 

place finish.  

ATTACKING SHAPE: 3-5-2 

ATTACKING PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Goals Callum Wilson 

Assists Callum Wilson  

Dribbles PG Allan Saint-Maximin 

Chances Created Jonjo Shelvey 

ATTACKING IDENTITY 

 Newcastle deploy a counter-

attacking style, heavily reliant on  

direct play, long-passes, and running 

power of speedy midfielders. They 

place a large emphasis on exploiting 

wide areas through crosses into the 

box, with several midfield runners 

flooding the box. Their build-up is very 

much non-existent, instead going long 

whenever they find the ball in their  

defensive third.  
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Wolves 

 

 Wolverhampton Wanderers defend compact and narrow,  

attempting to force their opposition into wide areas. The defensive 

shape in a 3-4-3 / 3-4-2-1 formation can either turn to a 5-4-1 or 5-2-3, 

dependent on both how low they are forced to defend, and their  

counter-attacking intentions. In a 3-5-2, it’s more commonly 5-3-2 or 5-

3-1-1. One of the major issues with Wolves’ defense in 2020-21 was 

simply the lack of consistency in formation, forcing their players to 

adapt to new circumstances they had never encountered in the top 

flight before. It sounds simple to say, but playing in a back-four is far 

different than playing in a back-three, and the likes of Coady, Saiss and 

Boly had not done it in years...if ever.   

 In other words, Raul Jimenez’s injury didn’t just stunt their  

attack, but also their defense. Wolves had to make several system and 

personnel changes to cope with Jimenez’s omission, and no longer had 

the same outlet after winning the ball. They also lost one of their  

strongest assets when defending set-pieces, slumping to 13 goals  

conceded from set-plays, the joint third worst in the league. Wolves also 

struggled to cope with threats from out wide, conceding 20 crosses per 

game. The presence of sound ball winners in central midfield and their 

natural desire to force teams wide had the potential to work against 

them in this sense, particularly when thrown into new situations in a 

back-four. 

 On a more positive note, Wolves were adept at making  

interceptions and forcing their opposition into bad passes simply 

through their team shape. They won 11.4 interceptions per game, joint-

fourth in the league, and it’s not as though their possession stats were 

just so woeful that you would expect them to make a ton of  

interceptions either. Ruben Neves was key, organizing his midfield unit 

through their shifting and shuffling, and helping to force play wide. The 

Portuguese midfielder led the team in pressures, blocks, and came  

second in both tackles and interceptions per game. Moutinho and 

Dendoncker also put up good defensive numbers over the course of the 

season, helping to limit the amount of verticality and line-breaking  

ability that opposition sides could achieve against them. Often times the 

central midfielders would sit very deep in front of the back-five, and 

then upon winning the ball, look instantly for long passes into the wide 

channels on the break. So although it wasn’t the best possible season for 

Nuno and Wolves, the Portuguese manager clearly had sound defensive 

principles in place and had it not been for so many changes in system, 

might have been able to perform better defensively across the season.  

DEFENSIVE SHAPE: 5-4-1 

DEFENSIVE PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Tackles PG Nelson Semedo 

Interceptions PG Romain Saiss 

Pressures Ruben Neves 

Blocks Ruben Neves 

DEFENSIVE IDENTITY 

 Wolves focus on remaining 

compact and narrow in a mid to low 

block. They look to force their  

opposition into wide areas, through 

the presence of sound ball-winning 

central midfielders who sit very 

deep and track the movement of  

opposition attackers. In doing this, 

they make a lot of interceptions , but 

struggle to defend crosses and passes 

into the penalty area.  © TheMastermindSite.com  



Brighton 

 

 One of the most impressive things about Graham Potter’s  

Brighton is their resilient defense. The Seagulls conceded just 46 goals 

this season, to which only six clubs conceded less. That’s far from  

something you’d expect from a team battling relegation, and it’s another 

clear sign that Potter’s team should never have had anything to do with 

the battle to go down this season.  

 The Seagulls primarily set up in a 5-4-1 or 5-2-3 defensive shape, 

focused on limiting attacks out wide and winning the ball in central 

areas. Only teams that finished in the top half of the table conceded  

fewer crosses per game than the Seagulls, a testament to how organized 

they were in stopping wide attacks.  

 Potter’s team also deploy a relatively high press. By throwing so 

many numbers forward in attack, they made strong efforts to win the 

ball back quickly after losing it, and were usually well set up to do so. 

All of Brighton’s front men have a certain physicality and defensive  

mobility despite their size or stature, and work very hard right from the 

front to win the ball back. Players like MacAllister, Trossard and Groß 

love a tackle, and their vibrancy at the front allowed the Seagulls  

greater ability to defend in transition. They also defend as a collective 

unit, with every player engaged in the same half of the field whenever 

possible. This aids their compactness, and ensures they never become 

unbalanced in any section of the field. Finally, both central midfielders 

may push up in the high press at the same time, or Bissouma may  

remain withdrawn as the other one advances, or starts from a naturally 

higher position due to their attacking role. This allows the Malian to 

remain withdrawn and break-up play should the press be broken, or 

the opposition attempt to switch play. 

 In longer spells without the ball, the Seagulls look to remain  

compact in their 5-4-1 shape, and continue to funnel passes into the 

central midfielders and centre-backs, who are all good ball winners. 

Yves Bissouma stands out for his box to box mobility and expert timing 

in his tackles, but the likes of Dunk, White and Webster are all  

experienced centre-backs more than capable of making intelligent  

decisions and clearing the ball out of danger when called upon. The  

Seagulls can also opt for a more defensively minded midfielder like  

Alzate or White alongside Bissouma instead against tougher opposition. 

 In short, Brighton’s defense was very good in 2020-21, and  

something much more emblematic of a top half team than one fighting 

to avoid relegation.  

DEFENSIVE SHAPE: 5-4-1 

DEFENSIVE PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Tackles PG Yves Bissouma 

Interceptions PG Yves Bissouma 

Pressures Yves Bissouma 

Blocks Ben White 

DEFENSIVE IDENTITY 

 Brighton’s defensive identity is 

centred around compactness, and 

forcing their opposition into  

central areas, where they have a five-

man wall of sound ball winners to 

break up play. They press high and 

look to transition quickly from  

attack to defense, and they make a 

high number of tackles and  

interceptions.  
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Sheffield United 

 

 Sheffield United’s attack in 2019-20 was so incredibly exciting, full 

of attack-minded centre-backs and a variety of passing methods. This 

season, the attack-minded centre-backs reverted back to their normal 

tasks (strictly defensively minded ones), and Sheffield’s long-ball  

approach soared to new heights. They attacked through the middle less 

than any other team in the league (21%), favouring diagonal passes and 

switches of play into the wide areas for their wing-backs. Their central 

midfielders and strikers also looked to achieve width in attack and help 

create overloads, which sometimes left a massive hole in the middle of 

the pitch after losing the ball.   

 Quite shockingly, Sheffield United scored only 20 goals this season. 

They netted the least amount from open play (12), from set-pieces (4), 

and just in general, slumping to a –43 goal differential. Again, this is  

despite spending a considerable amount of time in the opposition’s third. 

They looked to get up the pitch quickly using their direct, long-ball  

approach, and often forced their strikers to contest more duels in the air 

than would probably be healthy for the human brain. But once in the  

final third, they had no chance creators or genuine scoring threats.  

 Their centre-backs weren’t the only ones who stopped getting  

forward as much in attack, with their wing-backs and central midfielders 

also struggling to create from wide to the same extent. One of the  

highlights of Sheffield United’s play last season was a reliance on the 

right-side in particular with left-sided players Jack O’Connell and John 

Fleck often making advancing runs down the left to provide that balance. 

Fleck’s movement into the box to get on the end of crosses from Baldock 

became a regular occurrence, as they completed 23 crosses per game. 

This season they ended on 19 crosses per game, with the fullbacks 

pinged into their own half and no longer exuding the same level of  

confidence going forward. That might not seem like a significant drop off, 

but it certainly is, especially for a team who spend so much time in the 

wide areas. Many of McGoldrick’s goals were his own doing rather than 

the team’s collective willpower, and this shows by the fact that no one 

else bagged more than three goals this campaign for Wilder’s team. Only 

West Bromwich Albion created fewer chances than the Blades, and not a 

single team had fewer shots on target. Most of the games they won were 

by a single goal, and most were 1-0 victories.   

 In short, Sheffield United were woeful in attack this season and lost 

so much of the attacking identity that made them such an exciting outfit 

in 2019-20.  

ATTACKING SHAPE: 3-5-2 

ATTACKING PRINCIPLES 

STAT LEADERS 

Goals David McGoldrick 

Assists John Lundstram 

Dribbles PG David McGoldrick 

Chances Created John Fleck 

ATTACKING IDENTITY 

 Sheffield United attack in a 3-5

-2 or 3-1-4-2 shape, with a large  

emphasis on width and long-

passing. They engage in some  

positional rotation and fluidity in 

the opposition’s half, but not as 

much as they achieved in 2019-20 

with their overlapping centre-backs.  
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